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Introd uction 

Nowadays the scientific community has largely accepted that the Standard Model 
(SM) is not the ultimate elementary particle theory. In the past we needed to build 
a relativistic field theory in order to describe processes associated to energies higher 
than those typicai of nuclear physics. With the same aim it is now necessary to 
extend the appiication scope of this kind of model to arbitrary high energies. 

It is quite clear that the SM (and more in generai any Quantum Fieid Theory) 
provides us with a mathematicai framework of universai reievance. Anyway new 
theories must aiways be in progress with the main purpose of unifying the description 
scenario of all the known naturai forces. In the Iast decades such Great Unification 
Theories (GUT) have found new thrusts in the principie of supersymmetry. Even 
though the SM does not seem to need any improvement, it unambiguousiy gains 
more powerfui possibilities of deveiopment than it couid have without the formai 
tooi of that particuiar symmetry between fermions and bosons. 

The supersymmetry principie founds its immediate application within the Min-
imai Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). This modei represents the next step 
after the great success of what has been experimentally proved so far. This theory 
is a natural evoiution of the Standard Modei for both theoreticai and phenomeno-
Iogicai reasons. From the Quantum Fieid Theory viewpoint, the two spin-statistics 
configurations are allowed to be correiated in a unique framework in which both 
commuting and anticommuting relations are present in a Graded Lie Algebra cor-
responding to the S-matrix totai symmetry group. Phenomenoiogically this sort 
of spin-statistics unification is possibie doubiing the particle content of the SM and 
thus introducing a set of new undiscovered particles that can piay interesting roies in 
other sectors, for exampie as candidates for dark matter. But regardiess of any spe-
cific details, we shouid point out the important opportunity to provide the simpiest 
theory, beyond the SM, with which to step forward on the road toward the needed 
GUTs. In this connection the hierarchy problem indeed is satisfactoriiy managed by 
the mathematicai consequences of the supersymmetry principie. 

We are dealing with a new theory reiated to an energy scale higher than the 
well expiored weak scale, experimentally achievabie in the run of the future colliders. 



2 Introduction 

Our phenomenological work is particularly oriented to the electroweak sector of the 
MSSM and belongs to the scope of calculations needed for the research activities 
at linear e+e- colliders like LC [l) or CLIC [2); even though this sector could also 
in principle be explored in hadron colliders such as LHC. These experimental tools 
will allow us to investigate range energies starting from about 500 GeV (LC) up to 
3 TeV (CLIC), and therefore, considering all theoretical assumptions, it should be 
possible to discover several hints of new physics. 

In this scenario the Higgs boson plays a crucial role. The last undiscoverd SM 
particle, which is essential for the internai coherence of the theory, could be the first 
MSSM particle under experimental observation. Very important arguments exist 
claiming a mass bo un d for this boson (below about 150 GeV) an d tying together in 
this way the final confirmation of the already successful SM to the initial validation 
of the most accepted next theory. 

In this work we will study all the Higgs bosons arising from the theoretical 
necessity of building an extended field content of supersymmetric particles. Anyway 
these bosons are the ordinary mass provider we already know within the SM, in the 
framework of the gauge symmetry breaking via Higgs mechanism. But in the new 
theory several kinds of Higgs particles are allowed; an1ong them the lightest h0 could 
be related to the SM boson. Beside this one there are the two heavier neutral H0 

and A0 (which is CP-odd) and a charged boson H±. The theoretical introduction 
to the MSSM will be the subject of the first chapter. 

Our transition probability calculation at higher perturbative orders presents 
several difficulties and non trivial solutions of a theoretical and strictly mathematical 
nature. The most important task will be to find the rnore suitable way to perform 
these calculations. A mathematical simplification (the Sudakov asymptotic limit) 
will be used and analyzed in order to prove its reliability with respect to the high 
energy regime we are going to consider. The advantages of this approach are many 
and will be presented in the second chapter, together with a short description of the 
full one loop calculation. 

Finally, in the third part, we will show our results coming from a numerical 
analysis of the Higgs production cross section in the energy domain of l TeV and 
with respect to those MSSM parameters playing an important role, in the perspective 
of the possible future experimetal proofs of this new theory. 



Chapter l 

The Minimal Supersymmetric 
Standard Model 

1.1 Generai aspects of a supersymmetric theory 

In this introductory section we are presenting the main features of the theoretical 
framework we will use in the study of the Higgs production. For reasons of brevity 
the supersymmetry in generai and the MSSM in particular are described in a rather 
axiomatic way without any detailed and formai mathematical tools that would be 
necessary to prove rigorously all statements we need t o proceed [3]. As well as the 
structure and the proprties of the SM will be considered completely known by the 
reader. 

Nevertheless allleading principles of the new model are going to be exhaustively 
examinated and any logical clain1 opportunely motivated. 

1.1.1 The hierarchy problem 

An important aspect of the continously evolving models of elemetary particles is 
known as hierarchy problem [4]. Physicists have always minded the huge difference 
between the typical energy scale of SM (the weak scale Mw r-...J 100 GeV) and the 
Plank scale (Mp r-...J 1018 GeV) corresponding to a relevant contribution of gravita-
tiana! effects. 

In the SM where a Higgs field H provides masses for fermions and gauge bosons, 
the classical scalar potential is given by 

(1.1) 

and from the experimental tests on the weak sector of the SM we are able to bind 
the value of the the negative parameter 1-12 close to the arder -(100 GeV) 2 • 
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It is known that p,2 is extremely sensitive to any element of new physics. To 
understand this feature we could point out its dependence on the squared ultravi-
olet cutoffs arising from radiative corrections that can be seen as the energy scale 
corresponding to a loss of validity of the theory, owing to the presence of some new 
physics. Moreover every heavy particle directly or indirectly interacting with the 
Higgs field produces a large contribution to the Higgs squared mass. 

In absence of any other intermedia te mass scale beyond the weak masses of the 
SM we can even think that these quantum corrections could involve the Plank scale 
M~, making the light value of p,2 not justifiable. 

It is evident that the hierarchy problem is not inside the SM: one reason of 
the relatively smallness of the Higgs scale {including all corrections) could be the 
absence of such heavy particles or ultraviolet cutoffs. Nevertheless if one think to 
any reasonable physics beyond the SM, only a cancellation ad hoc of these radiative 
large contributions can make the Higgs mass be stably close to the weak scale. 

1.1.2 The idea of supersymmetry 

Such a cancellation can be achieved by introducing a new symmetry principle be-
tween bosons and fermions: owing to their rules of commutation and anticommuta-
tion a relative minus sign is always present in the respective loop corrections. For the 
same reason a theory provided with this principle has the nice property of absence 
of quadratic divergences at all perturbative orders. 

The operators acting in the transformation schematically reported below 

QIFERMION) = IBOSON) 
QIBOSON) = IFERMION) 

{1.2) 
{1.3) 

are fermioni c operators carrying spin ! , called supercharges, related to the momen-
tum generators by an algebra of commutators and anticommutators: 

{Qa, Qfi} = {Ql, Q1} =O 

[Pp, Qa] = [Pp, QlJ =O 

{1.4) 

{1.5) 

{1.6) 

where a = l, 2 and a = l, 2 are respectively idices of the left- and right-handed 
representation of the Weyl spinors (precisely the SL(2, C) self-representation and 
its conjugate). For the lightness of this brief review we are already referring to the 
simplest case in which there is only one kind of supersymmetry transfonnation {o ne 
kind of supercharges Q, Q t): t ha t is the phenomenologically reasonable model called 
N=1 supersymmetry. 
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Fermonic and bosonic states correlateci by a certain transformation are called 
to belong to the same supermultiplet. These states have the same mass eigenstate 
owing to the commutation relation between Q, Qt and P 2 . But this is not the 
experimental evidence: there are not discovered fermions and bosons with equal 
mass, thus supersymmetry must remain a broken symmetry at the experimental 
energy scale examined so far. 

With these properties it is easy to prove that in each supermultiplet the number 
of fermionic degrees of freedom must equal the number of bosonic ones: 

N o free _ No free 
F - B · (1.7) 

Therefore for each Weyl spinor field there are two complex scalar fields ( chiral 
or matter supermultiplet) an d for each vector field there are a Weyl spinor an d a 
real scalar field (gauge or vector supermultiplet). 

Furthermore the generators Q, Q t commute also with the generators of the 
gauge transformations, therefore all states in the same supermultiplet are classified 
by the same representation of the gauge group. As left- and right-handed fermions 
of a chiral supermultiplet transform differntly under their gauge group, in the same 
way the different chiral behaviour will be hold by the corresponding left- and right-
handed scalars. This is not the case of fermions in a gauge supermultiplet: since 
they transform as the adjoint representation of the gauge group which is the same 
of its own conjugate, this kind of left- and right-handed fermions follows the same 
gauge transformation. 

For our purposes the supersymmetry is only a global symmetry: its transfor-
mations do not depend on spacetime points. When one tries to make this symmetry 
local, as we do with the gauge symmetries in order to describe the dynamics of a 
kind of processes, gravitational aspects are involved. In fact it is straightforward 
to note that the anticommutation relation 1.4 shows that the product of apposite 
supersymmetry transformations are anything but a particular spacetime transla-
tion. Supersymmetry, whose generators are provided of spin angular momentum, is 
therefore related to a sort of spacetime property. 

1.1.3 Structure of a supersymmetric lagrangian 

The simplest supersymmetric structure is built with a single left-handed Weyl spinor 
'ljJ and a complex scalar field cf;. For the moment these fields are massless and non-
interacting (Wess-Zumino toy model). The lagrangian density is 

.CcHIRAL = LsPrNOR + LscALAR + .CAux 

= -i'lj}a-1-Lop'l/J- 81-Lcj;*8J.Lcp + F* F; 
(1.8) 
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where F is an auxiliary non-propagating complex scalar field: it is introduced for the 
matching of the fermioni c an d bosoni c degrees of freedom ( 4w = 2c~J + 2 F), avoiding 
at this formai level the use of the motion equations for 'lj; and cp to reduce their 
degrees of freedom. 

The simplest exchange between fermions and bosons that can be chosen is 

òcp = t'I/J; 

Ò'I/Jo: = i(a11·tt)o:of.Lcp + t 0 F; 
òF = iEta-tJ.of.L'I/J; 

òcp* = Et'lj;t; 

8'1/Jl = -i(tatL)àatJ.cp* + tlF*; 
òF* = -iof.L'Ij;taf.Lt; 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

where E0 is the infinitesimal parameter (a Grassmann anticommuting number) which 
does not depend o n spacetime point x. 

With this defined transformation no variation of the action is produced 

ij l cflx ,CCHIRAL = Q. (1.12) 

The use of the unphysical field F allows the supersym1netry to reproduce a 
closed algebra, in fact the commutation of two transformations is proportional to 
the generator of the spacetime translations, according with the 1.4 

(Ò(2 Òq -Òq Ò(2 )~CHIRAL = (ElaJ.lE~- E2aJ.lE1)iOp~CHIRALi 
~CHIRAL = '1/J, '1/Jt' cp, cp*' F, F*. 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

In absence of F such transformations work in the same way but the closed 
algebra is obtained only using the motion equations of 'lj; and cp (with these equations, 
without F, the number of degrees of freedom always matches). 

As the generai validity of the Noether's theorem claims, from the defined global 
transformation derives a conserved 4-vectorial supercurrent whose space-integral of 
the time-component is exactly the generator of the transformation: the supercharges 
Q, Qt we are dealing with, in terms of the given fields (as operators on a Fock's 
space). 

In the same formai way we considera lagrangian containing a vector field A~ and 
a Weyl spinor À a, bot h transforming as the adjoint representation of a gauge group 
Q, generated by operators Ta whose structure constants are jabc ([Ta, Tb] = ifabcTc): 

(1.15) 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

where Da is an auxiliary real scalar field playing the same role of F (4Àa = 3Aa + 1Da) 
p. 

an d D f.L is the gauge-covariant derivative necessary t o make the lagrangian Q-invariant 
(in this way interactions between Àa mediated by A~ are turned on). 
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Following the same supersymmetry transformation structure seen before for 
scalars and fermions, we need these definitions for the gauge multiplet 

8Aa = --
1
- [Eta Àa + Àtaa- E] · 

f-1, v'2 - f-1, f-1, ' 

<lÀ~ = - 2~(a"av E)aF:v + ~E0D"; 

&Da = _!:_ [EtaJ-t D Àa- D ÀtaaJ-tE] · v'2 f-1, f-1, ' 

(1.18) 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

in order to make .CaAuGE supersymmetry-invariant and to provide a closed algebra 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

When chiral and gauge multiplets are persent in the same system, i.e. a gauge 
symmetry holds for chiral fields 'ifJk, 4>k, Fk which now show an internai structure 
( represented by the la bel k) with respect to some representation of g, a new dynamics 
must be described introducing a covariant derivative like 1.17 in the chirallagrangian 
1.8: 

DJ-t'l/Jk = 8J-t'ifJk + igA~(Tahl'l/Jt; 
DJ-t4>k = 8J-t4>k + igA~(Tahl4>l; 

( ( Ta) k l are the generators of g in the considered representation). 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

This usual procedure will turn gauge interactions on between chiral fields me-
diated by the vector A~. But other ( renormalizable) interactions are allowed by 
gauge invariance between 'ljJ, 4> and the other gauge fields Àa, Da: they are a sort of 
non-vectorial mediated gauge interactions corresponding to terms proportional to 
( 4>* Ta'ljJ) À a, À t a ( 'ljJ t T a 4>) an d ( 4>* Ta 4>) Da. This new couplings introd uced by han d will 
be also invariant under supersymmetry with the simple requirement that the covari-
ant derivatives 1.23, 1.24 take place of ordinary ones in the transformations 1.10 
and 1.11 ( actually the Fk transformation must also get an extra term proportional 
to g(Ta4>)kEt Àta). 

Finally the simplest massless system provi d ed of chiral-gauge interacions (an d 
obviously gauge-gauge interactions already present in .CaAuaE) is described by the 
following supersymmetric and gauge invariant lagrangian density: 

l' + l' + rnon-vectorial 
,c.,CHIRAL ,c.,GAUGE ,c.,CHIRAL-GAUGE INT 

=- i'ljJ t a-J-t DJ-t'ljJ - DJ-t4>* DJ-t4> + F* F 

_~Fa paJ-tV _ iÀtaa-J-t D Àa +~Da Da 
4 f-J,V f-1, 2 

_ V2,g [(4>*Ta'ljJ)Àa + Àta('l/Jt7a4>)] + g(4J*Ta4>)Da 

(1.25) 
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(here the sum over the group representation index k is understood). Note that by 
supersyn1metry constraint the non-vectorial gauge interactions have strength related 
to the gauge coupling g. 

It remains t o define the chiral-chiral interactions as investigated below. 

1.1.4 Superpotential and scalar potential 

In order to describe in generai all possible interactions between chiral fields let us 
consider the following scheme. Beside a lagrangian ..CcHrRAL containing the set of 
fields 'lfJk, 'l/Jk, </Jb </Jk,, Fk, Fk, (here k is a single index for all degrees of freedom, gauge 
representation, flavour, etc.) interaction tenns can be added to the totallagrangian 
1.25 with the form 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

where the structure and the properties of ..CcHIRAL INT are induced by the three fun-
damental requirernents: 

l. renormalizability (a lagrangian must contain field terms of mass dimension less 
than four); 

2. supersymmetry invariance => W must be analytic in the scalar fields <P as 
complex variables and Mkl, yklm must be totally symmetric matrices); 

Therefore 1.26 is the most generai supersymmetric gauge invariant renormaliz-
able chiral interaction: it is built only with the function 1.27 which is called super-
potential. 

Considering the motion equations for the auxiliary fields Fk, Fk,, Da which lead 
to the relations Fk = - 815~'k* , Fk, = - ~: , an d Da = - g (<P* T a <P), all these unphysical 
fields can be removed to leave place only to scalar fields. 



1.2 MSSM: a next-to SM theory 

The totallagrangian can be now rewritten explicitely 
r r + r + rnon-vectorial + r 

J..., = J...,CHIRAL J...,GAUGE J...,CHIRAL-GAUGE INT J...,CHIRAL INT 

=- i'l/JkaJL DJL'l/Jk - DILrpi,DJLrfJk 

_~Fa paJLV _ i>..taa-JL D )..a 
4 JLV JL 

_ hg [ ( r/J*Ta'ljJ )>..a +).. ta( 1/Jt 7 aq;) J 

- ~Mkl'l/Jk'l/Jl- ~M*kl'l/Jk'l/Jl 
_ ~yklm,f, ,/, ,~.. _ ~y*klm,,,t ,/,t A..* 2 tpk o/llf-'m 2 o/k lf-'l lf-'m 

- V(rp, rp*); 

9 

(1.28) 

The superpotential together with the auxiliary terms provide the fermion masses, 
the Yukawa interactions and the so called scalar potential V containing the boson 
masses and the rp3 and rp4 interactions. 

V(rp, rp*) := M*klMlmr/JÌ,r/Jm 

+ ~Mkny*lmnr/Jkr/Jzr/J:n + ~M*knylmnr/JÌ,r/Jlr/Jm (1.29) 

+ ~ yklpymnp rfJkrfJlrfJ:nrfJ~ + ~g2 ( fjJ*TarjJ )2. 

For this property of mass provider the crucial role in the superpotential will be 
played by the Higgs field as we are going to see in the following. 

1.2 MSSM: a next-to SM theory 

1.2.1 The starting field content 

The MSSM field content is achieved by introducing a supersymmetric partner for 
each field present in the SM. In this way spin- ~ fermions ( quarks an d leptons) 
correspond to spin-O sfermions ( squarks and sleptons); spin-1 vector bosons (gauge 
particles) correspond to spin-~ partners (gauginos). 

When we are dealing with the Higgs sector an enlargment is needed with respect 
to the SM: two Higgs SU (2) doublets are introduced with an opposi te hypercharge 
an d their supersymmetric partners are two doublets of spin- ~ fields ( higgsinos). This 
is necessary to give mass to up- and down- quarks avoiding at the same time any 
triangle anomaly ( arising from the fermioni c superpartners ifa unique Higgs doublet 
would be chosen). All these fields are shown in the t ab le l. l. 

As supersymmetry transformations do not affect gauge properties of the sys-
tem, the symmetry SU(3)c ® SU(2)L ® U(l)y already present in the SM is stili 
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FIELDS GAUGE SYMMETRIES 

SUPERMULTIPLETS SM sector + 2HD SUSY sector SU(3)c SU(2)L U(l)y 

CHIRAL 
fermions (spin t) sfermions (spin O) 

FIELDS 

(~) (~:) Q, Q 3 2 +l 6 

U,Ù ti -*i 3 l 2 UR UR -3 

D, D d ti R d* i R 3 l +l 3 

L, L (:t) (:0 l 2 l -2 

E, E e ti -*i l l +l R eR 

Higgs bosons (spin O) higgsinos (spin t) 

H11fh (:t) (::) l 2 l -2 

H2, ÌI2 (;;) (!i) l 2 +l 2 

gauge bosons (spin l) 
GAUGE 

gauginos (spin ! ) 

FIELDS VA A a 
J.L 

,x a A l 3 o 
VB Bp, ÀB l l o 
Ve Gb 

J.L 
,xb 

G 8 l o 
Table 1.1: MSSM field content and gauge symmetry group representations. The 
label i= l, 2, 3, referred to sfermions, indicates the generation number (family); the 
labels a = l, 2, 3 and b = l, ... , 8, referred to the gauge fields, have values in the 
adjoint representation of the gauge group these vector fields belong to. 

preserved. Therefore the superpartners belong to the same group representation of 
the corresponding SM particles and the mentioned fields are classified under this 
gauge symn1etry as explained in the second part of the table 1.1. 

Obviously this field content does not produce directly a set of observable parti-
cles. As we will see in the following supersymmetry has to be provided of a breaking 
mechanism. 
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1.2.2 The MSSM superpotential 

We established in the previous section that the superpotential must contain only the 
scalar fields of the chiral multiplets. With the notation introduced in table 1.1 the 
sfermions will be indicated with the multiplet name they belong to (Q, L, Ù, D, È), 
while H1 and H2 will simply indicate the scalar sector of the Higgs supermultiplet. 
The product between SU(2) doublets can be realized in a gauge inariant way with 
the total antisymmetric tensor Eij (such that E12 = -E21 = -E12 = E21 = 1). 

Introducing the coupling matrices and constants Yu,Y0 , YE and J-L, a phenomeno-
logically reasonable superpotential for the MSSM field content is 

WMSSM = ÙYuQH2- DY0 QH1- ÈYELH1 + J-LH2H1 
-*i(y; ) -j Ho -*i(y; ) d-1 n+ = U R u ij U L 2 - U R u ij L 2 

-d~(Yn)iju{H! + d~(Yn)ijd{H~ (1.30) 

-è~(YE)ijvfH! + è~(YE)ije{H~ 
+J-L(H:j H!- H~ H~) 

other kinds of terms are forbidden by the supersymmetry constraints or by phe-
nomeological reasons as explained in the section 1.2.3. 

To give an example of how the informations contained in W MssM can build all 
interactions formally reported in 1.28 and 1.29, let us consider the chiral multiplet 
of the third generation with (Yu)33 = yt. Starting from a scalar f/Jk, the spinor 'lftk 
n1ust be intended as its partner in the same supermultiplet. 

Among all terms we can observe this set of explivative correspondences 

.CMSSM IYukawa : yklm'l/Jk'I/Jlf/Jm ~ yt (tktLH~ + tkfifiL + iLH~t'R) 
V(f/J, f/J*) lrf>mass : M*klMlmf/J'kf/Jm ~ IJ-LI 2(1HPI 2 + IH~I 2 ) 

V(fjJ, fjJ*) 11>3 

v ( fjJ, fjJ *) 11>4 : 

M*knylmnf/J'kf/Jlf/Jm ~ J-L*ytHO*i'RiL 

yklmyklmf/Jkf/Jlf/Jkf/Jl ~ ~2 (t'RtLtRtL + t'RH~tRH~* + tLH~t'LH~*) 

The supersymmetry allow to write a very lagre set of different interactions using 
the same coupling constantsl 

All terms representing the MSSM Higgs field mass in the scalar potential (here 
proportionals to IJ-LI 2) result positive: unlike the corresponding term in the SM (1.1) 
it is impossible to activate the gauge symmetry breaking. As we will see soon only 
non-supersymmetric extra terms can turn negative such kind of terms and allow bot h 
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the phenomenological requirements of supersymn1etry breaking and gauge symn1etry 
breaking. 

1.2.3 R-parity 

When we state the superpotential 1.30 is phenomenologically reasonable we mean 
that other choices could be possible without violating gauge symmetry nor all other 
features required by supersymmetry. These extra choices lead to a model in which 
baryon number B and/or lepton number L is not conserved (an important case is 
the proton decay p ----t e+?TO, fL+?TO, znr+, ... ). 

Experimentally there is no evidence of processes characterized by such a vio-
lation (the masured lifetime of the proton for example is greater than 1032 years) 
thus from a phenomenological perspective we are suggested to avoid the presence of 
these extra terms. However we should notice that the conservation of baryonjlepton 
numbers is not required by any known symmetry of the nature. In the case of the 
SM no problem is present: this conservation is automatically realized by the impos-
sibility to supply renormalizable lagrangian terms with this violation. Within the 
MSSM, in order to follow the phenomenological hint, that is assumed by hypothesis: 
a new discrete symmetry is imposed, called R-parity or matter parity [5]. 

The two symmetries are differents but strictly related. If S indicates the spin, 
the new quantum numbers are determined by the following operators 

(1.31) 

The forbidden lagrangian terms have total matter parity PM = -l. While 1\1 
distinguishes fermion/sfermion multiplets from Higgs multiplets (gauge multiplets 
have PM =+l by definition), the R-parity number distinguishes SM particles with 
two Higgs doublets, PR = +l, from their supersymmetric partners, PR = -l. 

As an important consequence of this assumption, if no undefined R-parity states 
are allowed, any interaction tern1 must present an even number of Prt = -l fields, 
therefore the supersymmetric particles can arise at production processes only in 
couples and the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) must be stable. 

1.3 Soft supersymmetry breaking 

Dealing with the supersymmetry breaking it is important to point out that there 
is no a definitive agreement on how this process could be realized. The basic idea 
is the same of spontaneously broken symmetries: the real n1odel (a t high energies) 
must have a supersymmetric lagrangian and a not supersymmetric vacuum state. 
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1.3.1 The most generai SUSY-breaking lagrangian 

The procedure we are about to show is essentially realized introducing by hand all 
SUSY-breaking lagrangian terms allowed by the generai principles we have seen so 
far ( we will not investigate the possible origins of these terms in a framework of an 
exact unbroken model). 

The most important constraint is to preserve the quadratic divergence cancel-
lation in the Higgs mass scale, as explained in 1.1.1. Obviously this cancellation is 
allowed by the supersymmetric principle only if the radiative contributions to the 
Higgs mass scale are managed by suitable coupling constants ( equal couplings in 
corresponding fermio n an d boson sectors). Since these kind of couplings are dimen-
sionless, we are able to retain the cancellation introduced by supersymmetric terms 
(and so to preserve the scale hierarchy) if we do not introduce any other interaction 
with dimensionless coupling in the new SUSY-breaking terms [6]. That is the reason 
we call them sojt terms. So we will consider only couplings with a strictly positive 
mass dimension. Other requirements must be the gauge invariance and the matter 
parity conservation. 

In order to brake the supersymmetry we can now introduce terms containing 
some kind of fields without their superpartners. These ones are gauginos and scalar 
fields: 

LsoFT =- ~ ( M1ÀBÀB + M2À~À~ + M3>..b>..b + h.c.) 

- ( Ù AuQH2 - DA0 QH1 - EAELH1 + h.c.) (1.32) 
- Q-tM2Q-- LtM2 L- ÙM2fft- DM2 fJt- EM2 ftt Q L U D E 

- M}r2 H2H2- M}r1 H;Hl- (11sH2H1 + h.c.); 

fermion fields are not necessary, because in this scope they can always be reabsorbed 
by a suitable redefinition of the superpotential and of the quadratic SUSY-breaking 
sfermion terms in 1.32. All the couplings Au, A0 , AE, M~, M~,M~, M~, Mi are 
3 x 3 n1atrices in the family space. 

The whole number of independent free parameters now introduced is 105 and 
thus a great theoretical uncertainty affects the MSSM. But in many cases this large 
freedom can be restricted by phenomenological considerations. 

1.3.2 Soft breaking universality 

The origin of the supersymmetry breaking is thought to produce several bounds on 
the allowed physical processes, but here, where that origin is not investigated, we can 
follow the apposite (phenomenological) assumption: all terms in 1.32 are involved 
in well known phenomena, already experimentally analized with high precision and 
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this gives us the way to proceed. 

The main features of these processes can be schematically summarized: 

• CP violation effects; 

• flavor-changing neutral current limits; 

• individuallepton number conservation; 

in order to avoid large variations in these effects coming from the new parameters 
(with complex phases), several restrictions can be imposed on LsoFT· The sfennion 
mass matrices should be diagonal in the family space (ftavor- blindness) and the <jJ3 

coupling matrices proportional to the Yukawa matrices: 

M~ = diag( MJ1 , MJ2 , MJ3 ); 

M~= diag(M~1 ,Mi2 ,M~J; 
M~= diag(M~1 ,M~2 ,M~3 ); 

M~= diag(M~1 ,M~2 ,M~3 ); 

Mi = diag( Mi1 , Mi2 , Mi
3

); 

Au = AuYu; 
An= AnYn; 
AE = AEYE; 

The mass parameters M1, M2, M3, Au, An, AE are fixed to be real (with a phase sign 
uncertainty) and with a suitable rotation of H 1 and H2 it is possible to make also J-1, 

an d Jts real ( with a phase sign uncertainty). In this way the only CP violation effects 
present in the MSSM are those introduced by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa 
matrix of the SM. 

Since the Yukawa matrices Yu, Yn, YE determine the fermion masses (after the 
Higgs bosons get their vacuum expectation values and the gauge symmtery is bro-
ken), at high energies (at least the electroweak scale) it is reasonable to consider only 
the third family entries of these matrices as relevant with respect to the others. Thus 
Yu = diag(O, O, Yt), Yn = diag(O, O, Yb) and YE = diag(O, O, YT ). Therefore the soft 
<jJ3 couplings follow the same structure: Au = diag(O, O, AtYt), An = diag(O, O, AbYb) 
and AE = diag(O, O, A7 Y7 ). 

1.4 The mass spectrum 

1.4.1 The gauge and Higgs sector 

The gauge symmetry SU(2)L ® U(l)y (with gauge couplings g and g') is broken 
following the ordinary procedure by the minimization of the Higgs scalar potential 
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(present in the MSSM lagrangian with a minus sign): 

VHIGGS = (IMI2 + Mii2) (1Hgl2 + 1Htl2) 
+ (IMI2 + MiiJ (IHPI2 + IH112) 
+J-Ls (Ht H!- Hg Hp+ h.c.) 

g2 + g'2 2 
+ 8 (1Hgl2 + 1Htl2 -IHPI2 -IH112) 

2 
+{L iH+ Ho*+ Ho H-*12 2 2 l 2 l 
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(1.33) 

where besides the electroweak couplings g, g' there are the soft supersymmetry 
breaking parameters MH1 , MH2 and J-Ls appearing in 1.32, while J-L is the mass 
coupling in the superpotential 1.30. 

Using the gauge freedom on the SU(2)L doublets and the phase convention es-
tablished for J-Ls, the minimum of VH 1aas is obtained with vacuum expectation values 
(VEV) acquired only by the neutral components HP,2 , satisfing these conditions: 

(l J-L 12 + M ii 2 ) (l J-L 12 + M ii 1 ) < J-L~ i 
2IJ-LI2 + Mii2 + Miil > 2J-L~i 

(1.34) 
(1.35) 

the first one corresponds to the condition of negative squared mass of the SM Higgs 
field (necessary to turn on the gauge symmetry breaking), while the second one 
guarantees that the potential is bounded from below for any possible values of the 
Higgs fields. 

The two real VEVs (HP,2 ) = v1,2 can be related to the SM VEV v, and their 
ratio is defined introducing the parameter {3: 

(1.36) 

The various degrees of freedom contained in the two Higgs doublets are dis-
tributed in the corresponding mass eigenstates as follows: 

Z = (sin{3 - cos (3) . 
H cos (3 sinf3 ' 

-sin a). 
cosa ' 

as in the SM framework the Nambu-Goldstone (unphysical) bosons G0 and c± add 
a degree of freedom to the bosons Z an d w± ( coming from the fields A~·2 •3 and B JL 

via the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg mixing angle Bw) making them massi ve. 
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The other particles are the four Higgs bosons: the charged H±, the CP-odd 
neutral A 0 and the CP-even neutral h0 , H 0 , mixed by the angle a. 

The following (tree level) relations hold between the parameters of this sector: 

M2 - 2J-Ls . 
Ao - sin2/3' {1.37) 

M'Jr± = M1o + Ma,; (1.38) 

M'jp,,ho = ~ ( M~o +M~± J (M~ o+ M~)2 - 4MAoMz cos2 2(3) ; (1.39) 

sin 2a M1 o + Mj 
sin2f3 MHo- Mho' 

(1.40) 

As we will see in practical calculations, a convenient position is to consider M A o 

as an input parameter (often simply denoted as MA), therefore in this sector there 
are only two new free parameters, tan/3 and MA, with respect to the SM. 

An interesting result come evident: while M H±, and M Ho can be seen as func-
tions of MA and thus arbitrarily large, the lightest Higgs boson h0 must have mass 
bounded by the tree level relation Mho < l cos 2/31Mz. Obviously this upper bound 
will be different as radiati ve contributions will be taken into account. N evertheless 
with higher order corrections and the assumptions that no supersymmetric parti-
cles have mass larger than l Te V, and if the perturbative behaviour of the MSSM 
couplings is never lost at great unification energies, the relevant bound becames [7]: 

(1.41) 

fixing an important experimental test to the whole MSSM validity. 

1.4.2 The gaugino and higgsino sector 

The electroewak symmetry breaking provides also the mixing between the super-
synlmetric partners of the gauge and Higgs fields. As gauge-eigenstates these are 
four neutral Weyl spinors ÀB, À~, ilp, ilg, and four charged Weyl spinor À1, ili, 
\4_, H! (À1 = h(À1 =F iÀ~)). After the Higgs field gets its VEVs, their lagrangian 
mass term are 

(1.42) 

(1.43) 
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where the two mass matrices are defined (sw = sinBw and cw = cos Bw) 

( M1 
o -Mzsw cos/3 Mzswsin,B) 

Y= -Mzs~cos,B M2 Mzcw cosf3 - Mzcw sin {3 . 
Mzcwcosf3 o -J-L ' 

Mzswsinf3 -Mzcwsin/3 -J-L o 
(1.44) 

x- ( M2 
- .../2Mw cosf3 

J2M: sin ,B). (1.45) 

To obtain the mass eigenstates these matrices are needed to be diagonalized by 
the suitable unitary matrices z+, z- and zN (assuming CP conservation in this 
sector we can chose these three matrices real): 

(ZN)TyzN = diag (Mx?,Mxg,Mxg,Mx~); 
(z-)T X z+ = diag (Mxu Mx2 ); 

(1.46) 

(1.47) 

once fully characterized z+, z- and Z N by this rotation, the mass-eigenstates are 

(~!) = (zN)t (il); o - (~2) . - l 2 3 4· Xi - ifi2 ' '/, - ' ' ' ' (1.48) 

(~f) = (Z+)l (~}); 
(~-!-) Xj = ~- , j = l, 2. (1.49) 

Thus the four neutralinos x~ are Majorana spinors (4 degrees of freedom), and 
the two charginos Xj are Dirac spinors (8 degrees of freedom). They are ordered 
with increasing masses and the first neutralino x~ is widely considered the LSP and 
the best candidate for the dark matter in the universe. 

These masses are detern1ined by the diagonalization procedure in terms of the 
entries of Y and X, an d i t is interesting to obeserve their expressions in the limi t 
Mz << IJ-L ± M1l, IJ-L ± M2l: 

M _M _ M~stv(Ml + J-LSin2{3) 
xo- l 2 M2 + ... 

l J-L - l 

M _ M _ Ma,stv ( M2 + J-L sin 2(3) . 
x0 - 2 2 2 + ... ' 

2 J-L - M2 
(1.50) 

M 
0 

= IJ-LI + M~ (l =F (sin 2f3){1J-LI ± M 1ctv ± M 2 stv) + ... 
X3,4 2(11-LI ± MI)(IJ-LI ± M2) 
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M _M _ Ma,(M2 + J-LSin2,8) . 
Xl- 2 2 M2 + ... ' 

J-L - 2 

M _ l l _ Ma,(IJ-LI + (M2 sin 2,8) 
X2 - J-L 2 2 + ... 

J-L - M2 

(1.51) 

where ( = ±l is related to the sign uncertainty of J-L· The leading mass contributions 
show a sort of decoupling: as the values of J-L, M1 , M2 increase, neutralinos and 
charginos became pure gaugino-like or higgsino-like particles. 

Among the other gauginos the gluinos .>..~···'8 are a set of fermions transforming 
as an octet of SU(3)c: owing to their color structure it is impossible to have a mixing 
with other fields of the MSSM, then they must be already mass eigenstates. 

1.4.3 The sfermion sector 

All possible mixing allowed for sfermions by soft breaking universality statements 
(see 1.3.2) lead us to consider only rotations between the left and right particle of 
each flavor. Moreover since these rotations depend o n the Yukawa couplings ( also 
via the soft </;3 couplings) related to the fermio n masses, all the mixing angles will 
be very small with the exception of those ones associated to the third family. 

For these reasons we are generally interested only in the mixing of the couples 
(iL, iR), (bL, bR) and (fL, fR)· The other unmixed sfermions can be considered as 
mass eigenstates. 

The lagrangian mass term for the generic sfermions fL, fR is 

C- -- (f-*f-*) M2- (~L) . 
fmass - L R J j R ' (1.52) 

and in order to rotate the gauge-eigenstate 

(1.53) 

it is necessary to diagonalize the mass matrix that is slightly different for SU(2) up-
and down-like sfermions 

M~= (M~3 +mi+ Mi cos 2,B(T3t- Qts'fv) mt(At- J-L cot ,B) ) . 
t mt(At- J-L cot ,B) M~3 + rn[ +Mi cos 2,8Qts'fv ' 

Mt = (M~3 +m~+ M1 cos 2,B(T3b- Qbs'fv) mb(Ab- J-L tan,B) ) 
b mb( Ab- J-L tan,B) M~3 +m~+ M1 cos 2,8Qbs'fv ; 

M~ = (MZ3 +m;+ Mi cos 2,B(T3r - Qrs'fv) m 7 (Ar- J-L tan,B) ) 
( ) 2 2 2 2. 7 m 7 A 7 - J-L tan,B ME3 + m 7 + Mz cos 2,8Qrsw 
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SM sector + 2HD SUSY sector 

quarks (spin t) squarks (spin O) 

UL UR dL dR UL UR dL dR 

CL CR SL SR CL CR SL SR 

tL tR bL bR il i2 bl b2 

leptons (spin t) sleptons (spin O) 

Ve eL eR Ve CL CR 

Vf.L IJL IJR Vf.L Ì"L Ì"R 

V7 TL TR i/7 7\ f2 

Higgs bosons (spin O) neutralinos (spin t) 
H± H 0 h0 A0 o o o o X1 X2 X3 X4 

SU(2) ® U(l) gauge bosons (spin l) charginos (spin t) 

1 zw± xi= x~ 
SU(3) gauge bosons (spin l) gluinos (spin t) 

g g 

Table 1.2: The mass eigenstate content of the MSSM. 

The masses of the mixed sfermions and the rotation angle Bi are completely 
determined by the diagonalization procedure in terms of the mass n1atrix entries: 

2 l [ 2 2 MJ1,2 = 2 (M jhl +(M jh2 =t= 

2(M}h2 

1.4.4 The MSSM physical particle content 

The resulting set of the MSSM mass eigenstates is summarized in table 1.2. Besides 
the discovered particles there are 28 superpartners and 4 Higgs bosons to be found in 
the future experiments. Several complete sets of Feynman rules for the interactions 
between these particles are available [3, 8]. 

An important observation about the undiscovered supersymmetric particles can 
now be clone. We have distinguished the set of the SM discovered particles, Higgs 
boson apart, from the set of their entirely undiscovered partners. One could ask 
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why all the particles of the first set must be lighter than the sparticles of the second 
o ne. 

In the SM the gauge invariance forbids the presence of lagrangian mass terms 
with the exception of the scalar bosons. But the only scalar is the Higgs boson 
deputed to provide masses to all particles via electroweak symmetry breaking. So 
all these masses must be related to the electroweak energy scale at witch the Higgs 
mechanism starts: the energy scale associated to the gauge symmetry decides the 
lightness of all SM particles. 

When the scenario is enlarged with supersymmetric particles a lot of scalar 
bosons and also fermionic fields (higgsinos and gauginos belonging to a real repre-
sentation of the gauge group) can have mass term in the lagrangian without inter-
fering to the gauge invariance. All these masses are of a different kind with respect 
to those coming from the Higgs mechanism, thus they do not have anything to do 
with the electroweak scale, and can be arbitrarily large. That is, essentially, the 
reason we have discovered only SM parti cles so far. 



Chapter 2 

The Higgs boson production 
from e+ e- annihilation 

2.1 One loop calcualtions in the l TeV energy range 

Dealing with the production of all possible Higgs bosons we will follow these two 
distinct lines of calculations 

• charged Higgs final state: e+ e- ---+ H+ H-

other final sta t es such as H 0 H 0 , h0 h0 , A 0 A 0 are no t possible for CP conservation 
reasons. Sometime we will refer to generic Higgs bosons with 1-la = H-, H 0 , h0 , 

1-lb = H+,A 0 and, for exclusively neutral cases, with 1-l~ = H 0 ,h0 , 1-l~ = A0 . 

In our procedure there are two steps. First of all we collect and calcule all 
Feynman diagrams contributing in a relevant manner to these processes, in order 
to build the exact transition amplitude and cross section. That has been clone 
up to the one loop level of perturbation theory. For relevant we mean that terms 
proportional to the fermionic initial masses of the electron/positron are suppressed. 
This is absolutely irrelevant at the energies we are considering and with respect to 
the theoretical accuracy we aspire to. For the same reason we treated as massless 
all fermions of the first and second family. 

Second, as explained in a further section, we will perform an asymptotic expan-
sion of these quantities corresponding to a high energy limit of Sudakov type. The 
crucial physical meaning of this limit will be examinated in the following. 

Since our interest is exclusively in SUSY effects, we will not treat the sector 
concerning the pure QED cuntributions coming from bremsstrahlung radiation of 
externallegs. This would be necessary to make the calculation complete and without 
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any infrared divergences. But it can be always included in the study with the support 
of a wide literature. Nevertheless assigning an unphysical mass to the photon all 
expressions will be kept under control in this work. 

2.1.1 The leading structure of the transition amplitude 

The process is divided in several contributions correspondig to different groups of 
allowed Feynman diagrams: 

e+ 1ia e+ 1ia e+ 1ia 

iA= y;: r< + ~< 
e 1ib e 1ib e 1ib 

e+ 1ia e+ 1ia 

+ ~:: + ~: + 
e e 

where V, V1, V2 indicate the s-channel propagator of both 1 and Z. We are using 
the Feynman- 'tHoojt gauge ç = l thus all diagrams containing unphysical virtual 
particles {would-be Goldstone bosons) must be taken into account. 

These five kinds of contributions correspond to the t ree level diagram A Born 

followed by the higher order diagrams classified in corrections to the gauge boson 
propagator ARG (of renormalization group origin), to the initial vertex Ain, to the 
final vertex A fin and finally there is the box shaped contribution A box. Thus 

A= ABorn + Alloop 

= ABorn + ARG + Ain + Afin + Abox. 
{2.1) 

In the vertex contributions Ain and Afin will be included also the externalleg 
corrections. This is important for renormalization reasons: external leg insertions 
can be used to cancel the ultraviolet divergences generated by the vertices ( we will 
use two different approaches for charged and neutral Higgs). 

The names of the four-momenta an d other kinematic quantities as Mandelstam 
variables are listed in table 2.1. 

From the spinor structure viewpoint only the fermionic current of the elec-
tron external lines is present. For what concerns the chirality both left- and right-
contributions must be included, and thus they collect the same five different terms 
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initial state incoming momenta: l, l1 

fina! state outgoing momenta: p, p1 

energy-momentum conservation: l + l1 = p + p1 

Mandelstam variables: S = (l + l1
)

2 = (p+ p1
)

2 

t = (l - p) 2 = (l' - p') 2 

u = (l - p') 2 = (l' - p) 2 

w hich are present in A: 

2e2 
A= -v(e+).zJ (aLPL + aRPR) u(e-); 

s 
aÀ = aforn + afG + a\n + a{in + a~ox' À = L, R. 

The various (differential and total) cross sections have the form: 

daL,R _ 1ra2ç3 
. 2 ()l 

1

2. 

d () -
8 

Sln aL R , cos s , 

!+l daLR 
aL,R= dcosB-d '(); 

-1 cos 

ç- 2111. 
- Vs' 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where () is the center of mass scattering angle between e- and 1-la ( also present inside 
a L,R a t higher orders in the box contributions). 

2.1.2 The tree level 

At the lowest perturbative level the objects aL,R get these contributions: 

Born l- 2s?v 
aÀ = l- 4 2 .2 'TJ9eÀi 

swcw 
B -'t 

aÀ orn = 2 2 "79eÀ[- sin(,B- a)]; 
4swcw 

Born _ -i [ ({3 )]· aÀ - 2 2 "79eÀ cos -a ' 
4swcw 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where 9eL = 2s~ - l, 9eR = 2s~ and "l = ~M . Only in the case of H+ H-s- z 
production the 1 propagator contributes. 

By definition in these expressions bare parameters are present. Therefore their 
physical meaning is stili ambiguous. Once we consider the next perturbation level 
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for the three SM parameters aem = e2 / 47r, M z an d sin Ow this ambiguity is removed 
replacing them with the corresponding physical quantities defined at y's = O ( aem) 
and y's = Mz (sinOU1) [9]. This is sufficient to provide a one loop level without 
ultraviolet divergences because if SUSY is sojtly broken new kinds of divergences are 
not present and these three physical inputs provide also the finiteness of the whole 
MSSM. 

Nevertheless the presence of the two SUSY parameters a and (3 at the tree level 
in the neutral case (2. 7, 2.8) have to be carefully treated. 

2.1.3 Description of the one loop level 

Now we are about to give a brief description of the relevant contributions to the next-
to tree level. Obviuosly a cornplete presentation of the mathematical expressions of 
all involved ( several hundred) Feynman diagrams is not suitable in this work and we 
defer to other upcoming publications. In Appendix A all calculated contributions 
are listed. 

Gauge self energies: A RG term 

The quantity ARG contains the proper self-energy bubbles of the gauge bosons 1 
an d Z (in tenns of the 1 particle irreducible 2-point functions I;11, L; z z, L;1 z) an d a 
set of constant counterterms referred to the electroweak parameters g, g', Mz, Mw: 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

The counterterms a~· t· allow the cancellation of the 2-point function ultraviolet 
divergences, thus afG is a finite quantity ( we will consider this aspect better a t the 
end of the chapter). 

In the SM sector the w± and c± bubbles introduce a gauge dependece that is 
avoided using the technic called pinch [10]: corresponding diagrams containing w± 
and c± in initial and final vertices can be shifted in ats.e. in order to restore the 
gauge independence of the whole afG. 
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Initial vertex: Ain term 

This contribution {without the initial pinch term) is a weli known sector of ali e+e-
annihilation processes. 

. rin,/' l _ 282 rin,Z 
a)..n = _>._ + W 17 _>._; 

e 2swcw e e+ 
{2.12) 

• · rin,Vp + rin,Vp ~·rJ.L•n,v = ~· V M ( ) = ~'"YJ.L L L R R ; {2.13) 

e 
where the electron self-energy insertions are included with the same chiral structure. 

Final vertex: Afin term 

This is the most important contribution to the process owing to the presence of very 
relevant terms arising from Yukawa couplings in the fermionic sector of the virtual 
particle exchanged in the triangle. These terms are proportional to the squared mass 
of the top quark an d involve the MSSM parameter t an f3 in an interesting way from 
an experimental viewpoint. But we wili see better this feature with the high energy 
limi t. 

For ali final states the structure is the same: 

fin r fin,/' 9e>. r fin,Z 
a ---- 1]--· 

>. - 2e 2swcw 2e ' 

irfin,v = M J.L 

1-la 

1-lb 

{2.14) 

{2.15) 

but in the case of charged Higgs bosons the whole vertex schematically represented 
above is composed by three kinds of diagrams 

a{in = a{in ( TRIANGLES) + a{in ( 4 LEG COUPLINGS) + a{in ( CHARGED HIGGS SELF ENERGIES) 

= {~:}+{~:: +~:}+{~~~ +~~-} 

the 4 -leg diagrams are energy independent as the charged Higgs self-energies and in 
the whole a{in the divergence cancellation is complete. 

Since in the neutral cases the final state is composed by two different particles 
and the computation of the external insertions is slightly more complicateci, we 
adopted another strategy. 
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The final vertex is organized in the following manner 
fin fin( ) fin( ) a À =a À TRIANGLES + a À 4 LEG COUPLINGS 

+ a{Ìn ( VERTEX COUNTERTERMS) + a{Ìn ( NEUTRAL HIGGS SELF ENERGIES) 

{~:}+{~:: +~:} (2.16) 

+ { ~: } + { ""-~~ + ""-<~- } 

where a different vertex renormalization is used: the counterterms collected in 
a{in ( vERTEx couNTERTERMs) are needed to cancel the divergences contained in the tri-
angles and 4 leg diagrams, while the pure neutral Higgs self-energy term is already 
finite. 

In all final state cases the external insertions contribute in a way that is strictly 
related to the Higgs mass renormalization and so we will examine some more details 
in the section dedicateci to the renormalization scheme. 

Box: Abox term 

For the Higgs production process this term is the unique carrying the scattering 
angle dependence inside the Mandelstam variables. In the center of mass they can 
be expressed in this way (the z axis is oriented along the initial collison direction): 

t=-i ( 
u= -i ( 

2.2 The asymptotic Sudakov behaviour 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

The asymptotic approach of Sudakov type [11] is a powerful tool to achieve a great 
simplification in the analytical calculations and in our case will be necessary to point 
out the meaningful behaviour of several expressions with respect to some MSSM 
parameters. 

Technically speaking i t is a high energy limi t applied to the Passarino-Veltman 
integrals involved in the loop expressions [12]. For c.m. energies greater than the 
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heaviest virtual particle mass present in all propagators, these integrals can be writ-
ten in terms of their own ultraviolet divergence and several energy dependent log-
arithms. A list of the most important kinds of these asymptotic integrals can be 
found in the last part of the Appendix B. 

One of the main objects of our analysis is the crucial scenario in which this 
approximation is reasonable. In order to do this any relation and mutuai dependence 
of a great number of MSSM parameters must be carefully taken into account. 

2.2.1 Generalities of the Sudakov approach 

The Sudakov expression of an observable O can be schematically represented as 
follows: 

O= L ai( O) log2
-; +L bj(O) log Ms 2 + ... 

i Mi j j 
(2.20) 

where two kinds of energy dependencies are evident: a leading double logarithm 
(DL) and a subleading single logarithm (SL). A term of DL type is present for each 
specific mass Ml appearing in loops, while SL terms can be rearranged in order 
to have in their arguments only certain strategie masses: this will change only the 
value of the other energy independent terms that are not explicitely present in this 
approximation. The ellipses in 2.20 represent these constants together with all other 
suppressed s-dependencies of non-logarithmic form. 

Obviously once all the Sudakov coefficients ai, bi of DLs and SLs are computed 
for an observable, it should be found out how much the lost terms are important to 
study the observable at hands. 

A great interest has been devoted to the study of the Sudakov logarithms de-
mostrating qui te generally, for several e+ e- annihilation processes in the SM frame-
work, that at one loop level a large contribution is con1ing from these DLs and SLs 
[13, 14, 15, 16]. The most important task has been to establish at which c.m. energy 
the Sudakov regime can reproduce several observables at the requested theoretical 
accuracy ( related t o the hoped experimental accuracy of few percent for the future 
lepton colliders). In [15] i t is shown t ha t in the SM this regime leads t o an agreement 
between exactly fitted parameters and their Sudakov expressions when the energy 
approaches l Te V. But anyway the value of the (assumed constant) non-logarthmic 
remainder is not negligible (with respect to the requested few percent accuracy), 
even though smaller than Sudakov terms. In this case a numerica! fit of this next-to 
subleading pseudo-constant term is relatively easy owing to the presence in it of a 
small number of SM parameters. 

At this point it has been natural to extend the study to the framework of the 
MSSM where a great number of unknown parameters enter the game leading to a 
more complicated analisys. The main purpose has been to establish if the energy 
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level of l Te V could be reasonable also with large radiative contributions to Sudakov 
coefficients coming fro1n the new particles. The asymptotic limit starts when -JS 
is greater than an unknown mass parameter Msusv representative of the heaviest 
supersymmetric parti de involved in the loops. U nder a suitable set of assumptions 
the crucial task is to show which scenarios are possible for values of Msusv relatively 
smaller than l TeV. 

Several MSSM processes are at the study with this approach, as production 
of fermion pairs [17, 18, 19, 21] and scalar pairs (20, 21, 22]. In these works it is 
pointed out as virtual SUSY effects produce very relevant DLs and SLs. In particular 
among the last ones those coming from final vertices involving Yukawa couplings are 
to be carefully examinated. As we will see also in the following of this thesis, under 
the assumption of a light SUSY mass scenario (Msusv of few houndred GeV size) 
not only the Sudakov limit is allowed but also the mentioned Yukawa terms result 
particularly simple an d useful to study MSSM parameters such as t an {3, achieving 
an experimental perspective of its possible measurements. 

On a other side, some attention should be payed to the behaviour of this Su-
dakov approach at very high energies because it could find its limit in the one loop 
expansion it comes from. It has been shown that leading and subleading logarithmic 
terms can be resummed to all orders [24] ( we should keep in mind t ha t a complete two 
loop expansion is not available yet). This procedure provides results quite different 
from the one loop scenario as the c.m. energy leaves the l TeV range approaching 
the 2, 3 Te V [20, 21]. But we will touch this aspect in a coming section. 

2.2.2 The logarithmic terms 

The asymptotic form of the transition amplitude for the considered process can be 
obtained in a rather generai way as explained in [17, 20, 21]. Three kinds of mean-
ingful sectors can be distinguished: logarithms related to renormalization group 
equations, the ones of universal kind, scattering angle independent, and the loga-
rithms of non universal kind, (} dependent: 

(2.21) 

The first term carries SLs produced by the running of the gauge couplings (14]. 
It is related to the asymptotic form of the gauge self-energies 2.9 but can be also 
calculated introducing the running SU(2)L ® U(l)y couplings g and g' in place of 
the bare ones in the tree level amplitude ABorn. The asymptotic form of the MSSM 
{3-functions are needed: 

n 9 = 3 (number of families); nH = 2 (number of Higgs doublets); 
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where f3o and f3b manage the running couplings in this way 

12 ( 2) 
12 ( ) _ 9 J..Lo 

g s - 12( 2) 
l + {31 L.;!:pL log s o 47r ~ 

This generai procedure gives the asymptotic 

1 ( dABorn dABorn) 8 
A RG = - 471"2 g 4 f3o dg2 + gl4 f3b dgl2 log J..L6 

which for the aL,R functions of the charged final case H+ H- becomes: 

aem l - 2srv + 12sfv l s 
aL=- og-; 

1r 16sfvcfv J..L6 

aem 11 l s 
aR=--- og-; 

7r 8cfv J..L6 

and for the neutral final cases N-~N-~: 

_ . aem l - 2srv - lOsfv Z(,,0,,0 ) l . s . 
aL-+%- 4 4 nanb og 2' 

1r 16swcw J..Lo 

. aem 11 ( o o) s 
aR = -%---:;- 8c4 z N-a N_b log ~~.2; 

w ,....o 

Z(N-~N.g) = -Sin - a , n n 
{ 

· ({3 ) ,,oa,lbO = HoAo·, 
+ cos(f3- a) , N-~N-g = h0 A0 ; 

( the scale parameter J..L6 will be conveniently fixed a t J..L6 = Mi). 

29 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

The universal contrubution Auniv comes from the initial and final vertices and 
from the scattering angle independent part of box diagrams. In each kind of term 
the logarithm content is: 

Auniv = ABorn (cf:+ cfin,gauge + cfin,Yukawa) ; 

cin = bin [2 log _s_ - log2 _s_] . 
A A M2 M2' v v 

cfin,gauge = bfin,gauge [2 log _8 _ -log2 _8 _] . 

Mt Mt' 
Cfin,Yukawa = bfin,Yukawa [log ~2 ] ; 

where A is the electron chirality, Mv is M-y, Mz or Mw and M 2 is a mass that 
we will conveniently choose. The Yukawa contribution essentially arises from final 
vertex triangles containing virtual top and bottom quarks. 
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In practical cases Mv remains fixed as argument of DLs, while can be freely 
chosen in SLs. For the photon we set Mì = Mz in order to avoid infrared divergences 
as already mentioned. Distinguishing Z from W mass in each specific loop and 
assembling cr and Jìn,gauge (owing to the same logarithmic structure) we can write 
for all final states: 

cin + Jìn,gauge =- G'em [log2 _8_ + 2c2 log2 _8_- 2(3- 282 ) log _8_] ; 
87T82 c2 M2 w M2 w M2 w w z w z 

[ 
2 28 2 2 8 (l+ 48w) log M 2 + 2cw log M 2 z w 

Cìn + cfin,gauge - - G'em R - 2 2 16n8wcw 

-2(3+ 2c~) log ~~l; 
both charged and neutral final states are here represented because in a generai form 
can be shown t ha t this kind of coefficients depends only on the final particle quantum 
numbers T and Y2: the SU(2) isospin T=~ and the hypercharge Y = ±~. 

While for each different final state the Yukawa contribution is: 

cfin,Yukawa (1-l 1l ) = _ 3aem :F(tl 1l ) [log _8_] . 
a b 8 2 M2 a b M2 ' 

1r8 w w 

(m; cot2 (3 +m~ tan2 (3) , 

'L('JJ v ) _ 1 (sinacosf3m2 _ cosnsinf3m2) "lla'JJb =HO Ao·, 
.r nanb = sin(,B-n) sin2(3 t cos2(3 b ' n n 

+ 1 . (cosacos(3 2 + sinnsin{3m2) 
cos(,B-n) sin2 (3 mt cos2 ,6 b ' 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Finally we ha ve the non universal terms from () dependent box diagrams ( those 
containing virtual W, Z, 1 bosons): 

Anon univ = ABornc~dep; 

CO-dep(H+ H-) = _ G'em (l l - COS () 4 4 l l - COS ()) [l 8 l 
L 4n 82 d og l + cos () + cw og 2 og Mz2 ; w w 

CO-dep(H+ H-) = - G'em lo l- cos () [lo _8_] ; 
R 2nc2 g l + cos () g M 2 w z 

0-dep(tlOtlO) _ G'emC~ (l l- COS () l l+ COS ()) [l -8-]· 
cL a. b - 27T8~(28~- l) og 2 + og 2 og Mi ' 
0-dep (v0'1J0) _ O· 

CR nanb - ' 

2.2.3 Advantages concerning the MSSM parameters 

An important result is already evident in our analysis and has to be adequately 
stressed: in the MSSM many unknown parameters are present and they are in 
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generai related each other via non trivial expressions involving high order corrections. 
But in this case of Higgs boson asymptotic production the situation is very different. 

In the tree level amplitude coefficients 2.6, 2. 7, 2.8 the only MSSM parameters 
are a and {J, present in the neutral case, while charged one has no new physics 
parameters. In the one loop asymptotic expressions for what concerns the Sudakov 
coefficients the involved SUSYparameters remain always a and {J, only coming from 
the Yukawa terms. Furthermore the masses contained in the logarithm arguments 
are just of gauge origin for the (tied) DLs. In SLs we can always freely choose 
them with the unique consequence of rescaling of a costant value the analytically 
unknown terms not explicitely calculated in the Sudakov limit. This leads to a great 
simplification in the study of the observables to be treated. 

In particular the charged case result the easiest: only fJ is present and this pre-
cious feature will promote the H± production to be a good candidate in experimental 
measurements of this parameter, as we are going t o see in the next chapter. 

We are now able to do the following consideration about the observables we 
could be interested in. The only terms conatining a B dependence ( from boxes) 
an d thus contributing to farward- backward asymmetries ( at logarithmic level), do 
not have any SUSY parameter. As well as longitudinal polarization asymmetries, 
carrying informations just about the initial state, will not manifest any SUSY effect 
of this kind. That is the reason we will concentrate our attention only in the total 
cross section of the process. 

As an example we report the expression of the asymptotic o ne loop cross section 
for e+ e- ---+ H+ H- [22]. In particular we define the relative contribution to the 
total cross section coming from the one loop corrections: 

aBorn+ lloop ( 8 ) _ aBor·n ( 8 ) 
L:l(s) = B ( ) ; a orn s (2.30) 

retaining only the O(aem/7r) terms, its analytical asymptotic expression is: 

Ll(s) = - aem l + 2s~ lo 2 _s_ 
2ws2 l+ 4s4 g M2 w w w 

aem l+ 2sf,y + 8s~ l .2 s 
4 2 2 l 4 4 og M2 

1r8 vvcw + 8 w z 
3aem ( 2 2 2 2 fJ) S - 4 2 M 2 mt cot fJ + mb tan log - 2 7rsw w mt 

(2.31) 

aem 11- 6s~ + 32sf,y + 72s~ l s 
+ 3ws2 c2 l+ 4s4 og M 2 w w w z 
+ Ll.-em(s); 

where Llrem(s) is used to indicate ali remaining analytically unknown terms which 
do not have the Sudakov form. It can be formally defined as difference between the 
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complete (non asymptotic) o ne loop relative contribution .6. ( 8) and the four kinds of 
Sudakov logarithms. The dependence of .6-rem ( 8) o n the energy and, in principle, o n 
all MSSM parameters involved in the Higgs production will be among the subjects 
of the last part of this work. 

2.2.4 The one loop level validity at l TeV (and beyond) 

Here we would want to ask us if the one loop approximation, and its Sudakov regime, 
is good for our purposes. 

In the SM framework it has been already revealed that for energies larger than 
l TeV a treatement of contributions coming from the two loops perturbaive order 
should be necessary in order to keep the theoretical accuracy dose to the l%. For 
the MSSM the situation is similar, owing t o the supersymmetry preserva t io n of the 
gauge couplings [24]. 

Several works about the possibility of obtain a resummation of the Sudakov 
logarithms a t all orders ha ve been proposed [24, 25], but we will not investigate this 
kind of approach. What is important is that a numerica! comparison has been done 
between the results of the one loop expansion and the resummation, in different 
cases of scalar production within the MSSM [20]. 

The condusion is that for several observables, ifthe energy is dose to the l Te V 
range (less than 2 TeV) the two approaches do not lead to a result difference that 
exceeds the l% accuracy, and therefore i t should not be pinted out by the assumed 
experimental precision. This is true under the assumption that the SUSY masses 
are of few hundred GeV size. When the energy is greater than 2 Te V (as expected 
within the CLIC framework) the difference comes evident and the second approach 
should be preferred. 

2.3 The renormalization procedure 

In this section we will briefly exa1nine the on-shell 'renormalization scheme [26, 27]. 
We want to describe some adopted choises and to give an idea about the specific set of 
the MSSM parameters we are dealing with in all exact (non asymptotic) calculations. 
In particular we want to point out the way to consider them as physical measurable 
quantities. We use the notation and conventions of [28, 29]. 

For the charged case e+ e- -+ H+ H- the situation is simple. No MSSM pa-
rameters appear in the tree level amplitude therefore no any other renorn1alization 
condition has t o be provi d ed besides the SM o ne. Each calculation sector (A RG, 

A in, Afin, A box) produces a finite contribution, and in particular the Higgs boson 
self-energies are included in Afin without any further prescription. 
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This last contribution is built as follows: 
H- H- H- H-, f(J' .... 

=(~)2 
, , , 

~~ ~ + ""-""- ... + ~ 
' ...... ' ' ..... ' H+ H+ H+ H+ 

where ZH± is the field strength renormalization constant for the H± boson and 
EHH(k2 ) is its self-energy (1 particle irreducible 2-point) function related to the 
H± renormalized propagator. This divergent contribution allows to vanish all other 
divergences carried by triangle and 4 leg diagrams in order to make Afin finite. 

For the neutral case e+ e- -+ 1l~1lg the situation is complicated by the presence 
of MSSM parameters already at the tree level and because we have to manage 
mixed self-energies in the finallegs. More prescriptions are needed and other kinds 
of choises can be performed. In order to give a more exhaustive treatement we 
briefly present ( withuot any calculation details) the entire MSSM renormalization 
procedure. 

Bare fields and parameters must be substituted by their corresponding renor-
malized objects and a set of suitable counterterms, depending on the higher order 
corrections, has to be added. With these substitutions 

H 1/2 i-+ ZHi Hi 
wa-+ zl/2 wa 

J.L 2,W J.L 

B Zl/2 
f.L-+ 2,B Bf.L 

'l/J-+ z~/2 'l/J 
Z Z-3/2 g -t l,B 2,B g 

1 z z-3/2 l g -+ l,W 2,W g 

Vi -t Z~2 (vi- bvi) 

M~-+ M~ +8M~ '/, '/, '/, 

t an ,8 -+ tan ,8 + 8 t an ,8 

a counterterm lagrangian arises in the corresponding sector, in particular in the 
Higgs potential: 

VHIGGS-+ VJr~~~al + 8VHIGGS (2.32) 
where VJ1'6~~a1 has the same form of 1.33 but it contains the physical parameters, 
and 8VHraas is, in our case, of order O(aem)· Of course inside 8VHraas any distinction 
between bare and physical parameters is trivial. 
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Owing to the presence of these counterterms it is possible to shift all self-
energy functions an d obtain directly their renormalized ( and finite) expressions. 
Schematically, for the bosonic fields we are interested in, the finite ~-functions and 
tadpoles are: 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Furthermore a set of renormalization conditions must be adopted for fixing all 
these counterterms: 

l. SM sector: A 2 
Re~zz(Mz) =O; 

A 2 
Re~ww(Mw) = O; 

=0; 

i f'Yee(O) l 
J.L J=f'=me 

=O; 

2. Higgs boson sector: 

3. t an (3 renormalization: 

=0; 

V2 tan(3 = -; 
VI 

the last condition allows to leave unchanged the tree level relation we introduced to 
define tan(3 (1.36), also at the one loop order. 
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At the tree level we have to do only with two extra renormalized SUSY param-
eters, tan,B and MA (the mixing angle a is determined by tan,B, MA and Mz, see 
e.g. 1.40). Other ones are the known gauge parameters. At the one loop level all 
the other MSSM parameters enter as physical quantities. 

In conclusion it has been chosen that the RG sector counterterms which com-
pose a)_·t· (2.9) are maintained those of the SM both for charged and neutral case. 
But for e+e- -t H~H~ process, since the neutral Higgs self-energies so built are 
already finite, a set of suitable pure final vertex counterterms of Higgs sector ori-
gin (a{in(vERTEx couNTERTERMs) in 2.16) is included in Afin in order to vanish the 
divergences coming from the triangle and 4 leg diagrams. 





Chapter 3 

N umerical Analysis 

Our leading purpose in this chapter is essentially to present a nuinerical comparison 
between the exact (non asymptotic) calculation and the Sudakov approach. This is 
done to understand the high energy limit validity and to show some possible ways to 
extract physical informations from the process at hands ( about MSSM parameters). 
In this way we will be able to suggest some goal that could be experimentally 
pursued. 

Here the study will follow two different directions corresponding to the com-
pleteness status of our numerica! tools. For the charged Higgs case a C++ code 
containing all analytical calculations is already available and opportunely tested. 
Its interesting results have been published [22) and will be exhaustively summa-
rized. For the neutral case the code implementation is complete but we are stili 
perofrming all necessary tests to achieve the suitable reliability. 

3.1 The code implementation: SESAMO 

The first problem to face is the evaluation of all the Passarino - Veltman one loop 
integrals depending o n various quantities such as energy, masses, parameters ( see 
e.g. the Appendix B). This aspect is examinated in the subsection below. 

3.1.1 LoopTools and PV-functions 

It is possible to follow different mathematical techniques: for our aim we found suit-
able the code called LoopTools [30) since it has been built precisely for elementary 
particle physics purposes. It allows the evaluation of alll-, 2-, 3- and 4-point scalar 
and tensorial one loop integrals with a very convenient notation, and is based on a 
previous package, FF (31 ], thought to deal with the scalar integrals. 

The generai structure an d the notation for a R-rank tensorial integrai (in a 
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D-dimensionai space) with N = l, 2, 3, 4 internai lines and N external legs, is the 
following: 

PI P2 

j 

I J.Ll···I-LR(p p m m )· I, ... , N, I, ... , N, kj = LPii 
i= I 

PN PN-1 

[J-Ll .. ·/-LR = 1fj.J,Q dDk ... . (2 )4-D J ki-Ll ki-LR 
i1r2 [k2 - mi)[(k + k1) 2 - m~J ... [(k + kN-I) 2 - m~]' 

where J.l,o is the renormalization scale parameter introduced to keep the correct 
integrai dimension in a D-dimensionai space. All kinds of tensorial integrals can 
be expressed as a linear combination of suitable independent tensorial objects built 
with the metric gi-Lv and all momenta kj. The coefficients of this combination are 
other scalar integrals and these ones are the quantities which LoopTools provides. 

Actually the conventions of LoopTools about the integrai decornposition is 
not the same of our work. Here we not report the LoopTools definitions for all 
the tensor-coefficients: they are straightforwardly translated to those listed in the 
Appendix B which we defer to for any more details about it. 

In this package all ultraviolet divergences are dimensionally regularized via the 
introduction of two ( dependent) parameters: the proper divergence ..6. and the mass 
scale parameter tto: the relation M~ew = e~ J.1,~1d holds. Thus the finiteness of an 
expression can be easily checked varying the numerica! value of one of these param-
eters. Also infrared divergences are managed by a suitable paramter À representing 
the photon mass: LoopTools automatically suppresses all tenns of order 0(.-\) (only 
log À terms are kept). 

Double precision numbers are used, therefore we have to do with numbers pro-
vided of 15 decimai digits. That seems enough to our purposes ( comparing for 
example to evaluations performed by other programs such as Mathematica we do 
not find sgnificant differences). If it would be necessary LoopTools could implement 
a quadruple precision (about 33 decimai digits) with the suitable libraries. 

3.1.2 Structure, settings and management of MSSM parameters 

Once obtained the evaluation of all the one loop integrals as functions of the energy, 
masses and other parameters they depend on, the building of a code implementing 
all Feynman diagrams, transition amplitude and cross section related to the Higgs 
production is a rnatter of precision and patience. 
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The core of our numerica! tools is a code nan1ed SESAMO: Supersymmetric Ef-
fective Sudakov Asymptotic MOde. This object, essentially, performs the calculation 
of the exact cross section, given all needed variables. 

The code structure has three different sectors: 

l. MSSM parameter settings; 

2. main computation of the cross section; 

3. subroutines for each diagrammatic scope. 

MSSM parameter settings 

Firstly all known SM parameters are assigned ( without Higgs doublet): 

• gauge couplings: e, Mz, Mw, sinOw; 

then the free values of all the chosen SUSY input parameters are fixed: 

• bino and wino (soft SUSY breaking) masses: M1, M2; 

• universal unmixed sfermion mass: M s; 

• Higgs sector mixing angles: a, fJ; 

• Higgs doublet coupling: Mi 

• trilinear (soft SUSY breaking) couplings: At, Ab, A,; 

actually these SUSY input parameters are not all independent, but this aspect will 
be taken into account in the following. At this point a simplification is adopted: all 
sfermions w hich do no t mix left an d right component ha ve the same mass M s. 

A subroutine is now called for the calculation of all other SUSY parameters: 

• chargino and neutralino masses: M xi, Mx~ (i=1,2; j=1,2,3,4) 
J 

(tree level functions of Mz, Mw, sinOw, M1, M2, J.t, fJ); 

• mixed sfermion masses an d angles: mi 2 , mb , Ob Ob 
l, l ,2 

( tree level functions of Ms, fJ, J.t, At,b); 

a further simplificaion is used here: we have reason to think negligible the T- mixing, 
then m-7\,2 , Or and A, will not be present. Finally another subroutine provides all 
MSSM tree level vertices appearing in the Feynman diagrams. 
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Main computation of the cross section 

Here the five components of the a>. functions and the final cross section are computed: 

aBorn 
À -+ 

aRG 
À (a~·t·) -+ 'E'Y'Y' 'Ezz, 'E'Yz 

a in -+ rin,V ~ a>., a· À À a~ loop(O) dcosO' ' 
a fin rfin,V 

À -+ 
a~ox (O) -t 

where 'Ev1v2 , r~n,v, rfin,v and a~0x(O) are calculated in respective subroutines in-
volving the the other self-energies 'Eww, 'EAA, 'EAz, 'EHI/, 'Ellollo, 'Ehoho, 'Elloho· 

The final set of input MSSM parameters 

We have to carefully manage the chosen SUSY input parameters owing to their mu-
tuai dependence. This is performed with the aid of the package FeynHiggsFast [32] 
written for the calculation of the Higgs boson masses with higher order corrections 
up to the two loop level. Therefore the parameters MH±, MHo, Mho and a are not 
free any more andare correctly obtained as functions of tan~, J-t, MA. 

The set of the independent free SUSY input parameters is thus 

SESAMO is now able to compute the cross section at a given energy s, for a 
particular choise of these input parameters. The specific quantities we are interested 
in are: 

l. the exact relative effect ~ ( s) to the cross section coming from the full one loop 
contribution (see 2.30); 

2. the remainder term ~rem(s) (the last one in 2.31) as difference between the 
total effect and the Sudakov asymptotic relative effect; 

3. the residua[ term ~res ( s) as sum of ~rem ( s) an d the exact relative effect coming 
from Yukawa contribution, i.e. the difference between the total effect and all 
analytical known Sudakov terms of non-Yukawa type; 

the meaning of the last quantity will be clear in the next section when we will study 
the role of the t an~ parameter. 
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Far the charged Higgs production the code has been tested with the help of the 
program Mathematica and of the analytical knowledge of all Sudakov expressions. 
The asymptotic version of all expressions has been written in a Mathematica note-
book in arder to perform a detailed comparison with the exact results of SESAMO, far 
each sector of the theory. In the neutral case these tests are stili in progress. 

3.2 N umerical results 

What we present here has been object of a specific publication and a speech in a 
workshop o n linear colliders [22, 23]. The main purpose is t o study the features of 
the quantity ..6.rem(s) (2.31). That is the quantity distinguishing the exact calculation 
from the Sudakov limit. We want to point out the behaviour of its dependence on 
the MSSM parameters. In this way we can understand if there is a range of such 
variables in which the Sudakov approach is an adequate approximation. 

Moreover, since for a previous experience within the SM framework we know 
t ha t this ..6.rem ( s) cuold be sizeable with respect t o the logarithmic terms, we have 
to consider the eventuality to describe its shape as a function of the energy, hoping 
that a constant contribution will be sufficient as next-to subleading term beside the 
Sudakov logarithms. 

We are also interested in observing the size of the whole one loop contribution, 
in order to check if its value is always under control for any considered variable. We 
can think as a safe limit the 10-15% of the tree level contribution. 

The energy range we will adopt is the interval between 800 GeV and l TeV. 
Furthermore two simplifications on the MSSM input parameters are now assumed: 
the trilinear soft SUSY breaking couplings At, Ab are setted to be zero and the bino 
mass M1 has been linked to the wino 's M2 by a relation coming from G UT theories: 

(3.1) 

then our restricted set of input SUSY parameters is now 

these are a pure nun1ber and four massive variables. Thus in our scheme we now 
think about the full one loop contribution, in terms of Sudakov DLs and SLs, as an 
object with this energy and SUSY variable dependence: 

..6.(s l tan,B,ft, MA,M2, Ms) = DLtU:,.e(s) + DLr/;e(s) + SL7&~ge(s) 
+ SL'{;:tkawa(s l tan (3, MA) (3.2) 

+ ..6.rem(s l tan,B,ft,MA,M2,Ms); 
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Figure 3.1: Chargino and neutralino masses at variable M2 values (tan,B = 20). 

where the MA dependence in SL'{;tkawa is carried by the parameter a in the case of 
neutral Higgs production (a has been considered a function of tan,B, MA and Mz, 
see the section 2.3). On the contrary, for the charged Higgs case the SL'{;,tkawa term 
contains just the tan ,B SUSY parameter. 

3.2.1 Charged Higgs production: validity ofthe Sudakov expansion 

Dealing with this specific case we organized our starting numerica! study in four 
kinds of analyses performed at tan,B = 20, fixed as an average value in its whole 
examinated range (t an ,B E [2, 40]). 

In each analysis the mass values are 

VARIABLE J.L: fixed MA= 200 GeV, M2 = 100 GeV, Ms = 350 GeV; 

VARIABLE MA: fixed J.L = 300 GeV, M2 = 100 GeV, Ms = 350 GeV; 

VARIABLE M2: fixed J.L = 300 GeV, MA= 200 GeV, Ms = 350 GeV; 

VARIABLE Ms: fixed J.L = 300 GeV, MA= 200 GeV, M2 = 100 GeV. 

The reasons for all these values will be clear in the following: a posteriori we 
can conclude that they are all satisfactorily light with respect to the considered 
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energy range. The relative small value of M2 is due to the request of chargino and 
neutralino masses not too large, as shown in figure 3.1. 

An analysis with respect to tan{3 will take place later. 

VARIABLE j.t 

The behaviour of Llrem(s) at different J.t is shown in figure 3.2 (s = .Jqi). The 
significant chosen range for J.t is between 300 GeV and about 400 GeV. For values 
smaller than this minimum some difficult to establish the mixed sfermion masses 
has been encountered (from numerica! matrix diagonalization), and for higher values 
than 400 GeV a kinematical threshold (for .Jqi t'V 800 GeV) begins to be evident 
with a bump in the curve. The full one loop effect size remains below the 2%. 

For J.t ;:S 400 GeV the Llrem(s) shape in the interval s E [0.8, l) TeV is very sim-
ple and its variation remains below the 0.2% of its centrai value. For J.t ;::: 400 GeV 
this simplicity is loss and the mentioned bump appears: it is a resonance effect due 
to the fact that one chargino and two neutralinos get mass of arder of J.t, as we 
should expect from equations 1.50 and 1.51. 

Finally the whole dependence of Llrem ( s) on J.t is qui te small: a changing of 
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Figure 3.3: VARIABLE MA E [200, 400] GeV: the curves have increasing MA from 
bottom, by steps of 20 GeV (tan/1 = 20). 

about 0.5% for varying J.L between 300 GeV and 400 GeV. Then we can conclude 
t ha t we do no t observe any particular sensitivity neither t o the energy nor to J.L ( with 
respect t o the assumed experimental accuracy of about l%). 

An identica! analysis has been repeated with opposi te sign of J.L ( this aspect 
is mentioned in the section 1.3.2) and no significative changes are observed in the 
above results. For this reason our further analysis will assume J.L > O. 

VARIABLE MA 

The range of the CP-odd Higgs boson mass is from 200 GeV to about 400 GeV for 
which values the full one loop effect size remains below the 2%. Increasing MA also 
MH- and MHo became larger up to a regime in which MH- rv MHo rv MA (see 
equations 1.38, 1.39). Thus the kinematical threshold s 2:: 2M H- arises as a bound 
on M A values in the energy window starting a t 800 GeV. 

As visible in figure 3.3, the shape of ~rem(s) with respect to the energy is the 
same of the previuos case: a variation smaller than the 0.2% of its centrai value. 
But in the range MA rv 200-300 GeV the value of ~rem(s) changes of about 2% and 
then we ha ve to do with an experimentally detectable sensitivity t o this parameter. 
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VARIABLE M2 
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Varying M2 in the range 100 - 560 GeV the full one loop contribution does not 
exceeds the 2%. In figure 3.4 is evident as some resonance effect is produced for 
M2 > 400 GeV when one chargino and one neutralino get mass Mx±,o rv MA (this 
is visible in the figure 3.1 and in the equations 1.50, 1.51). For M2 > 360 GeV 
the curves ~rem ( s) are slightly more changing with the energy than in the previous 
cases, but stili under the 0.3% of the centrai value. 

The sensitivity of ~rem ( s) to M2 is small: for variations of 100 GeV in M2 all 
curves are separated by differences which remain below the 0.2%. 

VARIABLE Ms 

The range of the universal sfermion mass starts at 100 GeV and ends at 400 GeV, 
producing a full one loop effect no larger than the 4%. As shown in figure 3.5, 
~rem ( s) is essentially flat in the energy, but its variation with Ms results sizeable: 
about 1.5% and so detectable. 
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Summary 

The table below summarizes all presented numerica! results. A crucial observation 
must be added now. In all cases of energy and parameters, the whole numerica! size 
of ~rem ( s) is of the same order t han the logarithmic terms ( slightly smaller and with 
opposite sign). As expeceted from the SM experience, this leads us to conclude that 
a pure Sudakov approximation should be completed by an extra tenn. This next-to 
subleading term, as observed here, could be considered essentially constant with the 
energy (in the assumed range). This conclusion is possible for light SUSY masses: 
involved mass parameters should be smaller t han about 350 GeV. 

sE [0.8, l] Te V ONE LOOP ~rem(s) VARIATION ~rem ( S) SENSITIVITY 

SUSY MASS ~(s) WITH THE ENERGY TO PARAMETERS 
PARAMETER RANGES (s =l Te V) (form the centrai value) ( <5parameter = l 00 GeV) 

J-L E [300, 400] GeV 2% 0.2% 0.5% 
MA E [200,400JGeV 2% 0.2% 2% 
M2 E [100, 560] GeV 2% 0.3% 0.2% 
Ms E [100, 400] GeV 4% 0.3% 1.5% 
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Figure 3.6: A stability test for the one loop level Sudakov limit, at very high energies. 

The flatness of .6.rem ( s) could be obviously produced by a too much small energy 
interval, and for this reason a further check has been clone. For a fixed set of 
SUSY parameters (tan,B = 30, J-t = 300 GeV, MA = 200 GeV, M2 = 100 GeV, 
Ms = 350 GeV) we observed the shape of .6.rem(s) for very high energies, up to 
10 TeV. Of course at these energies the one loop approximation should not be 
considered adequate (as seen in 2.2.4), but only for a stability test of the Sudakov 
expansion, we found what effectively expected. In figure 3.6 is shown how very 
flat the function is for energies beyond 2 TeV. Thus we can conclude that the 
assumed flatness in the range 800 GeV-l Te V is not rigorous and any effects of this 
approximation should be taken into account when we are dealing with the following 
numerica! study of tan ,8. 

3.2.2 Charged Higgs production: analysis of tan f3 measurement 

We have seen how much the Sudakov expansion with an extra pseudo-constant next-
to subleading term could reasonably replace the exact one loop calculation in the 
considered energy domain, within a light SUSY scenario. Now our interest is fo-
cused on the use of this logarithmic approach in order to determine an experimental 
measurement of tan ,B. That parameter is present in the SLinutkawa term, which is 
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analytically known, and in ~rem(s) whose values are only numerically achievable. 
That is the reason we define 

F( tan (3) = -
3~em 2 (m; cot2 (3 +m~ tan2 f3) ; (3.3) 

41rswMw 
s 

~res(sJ tan(3) = F(tan(3) log - 2 + ~rem(sJ tan(3). (3.4) 
m t 

Since the full one loop relative contribution ~( s) is, for each energy, measur-
able, we call its experimental value ~EXP(s), and then it is possible to obtain the 
measurement corresponding to ~res ( s) 

~~;P(s) = ~EXP(s)- DLM~e(s)- DL1&~ge(s)- SLMU:e(s) (3.5) 

and procede with the main statement which links an experimental measurement to 
the corresponding theoretical prediction 

~res(sJ tan(3) = ~~;P(s) => F(tan(3) log-;. + ~rem(sJ tan(3) = ~~e;P(s). (3.6) 
m t 

If we consider ~rem(sJ tanf3) as an energy independent function (we know this 
assumption is not completely correct), then we can perform a very simple numerica! 
fit with respect to the energy values 

Afit(~EXP) log _!_ + Bfit(~EXP) = ~EXP(s) res m 2 res res 
t 

(3.7) 

and found the two coefficients Afit(~~;P), Bfit(~~e;P) which depend on the set of 
experimental numbers {~~:;P(s)}sE[O.B,l] TeV· Finally the measured tan(3 and an 
average value of ~rem ( s) are provi d ed by the formai equations 

F(tanf3) = Afit(~~;P) => tan(3EXP = p-l(Afit(~~;P)) 
~ = Bfit(~ EXP) rem res 

where p-l (x) is a function analytically achievable form 3.3. 

(3.8) 
(3.9) 

N ow w e ha ve t o define the error affecting the F (t an (3) estimate distinguishing 
its statistica! and systematic component 

8F = Afit - F = 8Flstat + 8FJsys; (3.10) 

the first one 8Flstat must be referred to the experimental accuracy of ~EXP(s) mea-
surement (assumed 1%). Furthermore, since the equation 3.8 is not effectively true, 
owing to our approximated assumption about the ~rem ( s) flatness, the second o ne 
8Flsys is introduced as main systematic theoretical error. 

With a linearized analysis, from the error on F we obtain the error o n tan (3 

8F tan(3F'8tan(3 8tan(3 l tan4 (3+mr/m~8F 
F F tan(3 ; tan(3 = 2 tan4 (3- mr/m~ F; (3.11) 

the maximum of the sensitivity of the function F(tan (3) to its argument corresponds 
to the singularity in tan(3 = Jmt/mb ~ 6.2. 
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Theoretical error estimate 
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We have assumed to have a set of experimental measurements {~EXP(s)}s, with 
accuracy of l%, for lO values of the energy in the range 800 GeV - l Te V {if 
a different number, say N, of values is available, all the statistica! errors will be 
corrected by a factor vflO!N). Measured values are substitued by the full exact 
theoretical prediction of ~ ( s) (by SESAMO results). While t an (3 is variable, all SUSY 
mass parameters are fixed in three slightly different scenarios 

(L) VERY LIG HT SUSY 

J.t = 300 GeV, MA= 250 GeV, M2 = 100 GeV, Ms = 350 GeV; 

(A) LIGHT SUSY 

J.t = 300 GeV, MA= 250 GeV, M 2 = 200 GeV, Ms = 350 GeV; 

(B) LIGHT SUSY WITH LARGER J.l 

J.t = 400 GeV, MA= 250 GeV, M 2 = 200 GeV, Ms = 350 GeV. 

W e assumed as tan (3 range the interval [2, 50] because for these values the one 
loop contribution remains below the safe limit of 15% as visible in the figure 3. 7. 
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Fixing each parameter, SESAMO is able to give the value of D.res(sl tan ,B) needed 
for the numerica! fit (with respect to the energy). Now the fit coefficients are to be 
thought as functions of the fixed t an ,8 

Afit(tan,B) log--; + Bfit(tan,B) = D.~::'"0 (sl tan,B); (3.12) 
m t 

and also the resulting estimated theoretical relative errar on t an ,8 is itself a function 
of tan,B 

Afit(tan,B)- F(tan,B) = bF l --t 

F(tan,B) F sys 

b tan,B l 
tan,B sys • 

(3.13) 

The qui te flat shape of D.rem ( s) for different t an ,8, in the L scenario, is shown 
in figure 3.8. While in figure 3.9 our results about the theoretical relative errar on 
tan ,8 are represented, in the three scenarios. The errar bars are those referred t o the 
assumed experimental accuracy, thus it is evident as the largest errar comes from 
the procedure adopted to extract values of tan,B, considering D.rem(s) as constant in 
energy. For values of tan ,8 ~ 20 a measurement would be possible with a relative 
errar of 40%, while for tan,B ~ 30 the errar could be smaller than 10%. This is 
anyway a relevant result, considering the general difficulty to achieve a measurement 
of tan,B for high values of this parameter [33]. 
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3.2.3 Charged Higgs production: SUSY mass parameters 
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In this section we will study some achievable information about the SUSY mass 
paramters, once assumed the measurement of ~rem(s) , for example at l TeV. Taking 
into account the previous results, we will assume a convenient value of t an f3 = 30 ± 3 
(an error of the 10%). The determination of ~rem(l TeV) is affected by this error, 
besides that o ne coming from the experimental accuracy (l%). 

We have alredy learned that ~rem is not very sensitive top, and M2, then they 
can be fixed, with p, = 400 GeV an d M2 = 100 GeV, an d the rest of our analysis 
will concern only MA and Ms. At this point any graphical representation becames 
simplier and we provide two surface plots of ~rem on the plain (MA, Ms) , respectively 
in 2 and 3 dimensions. 

In the first one, figure 3.10, the distance from two dose lines represents a shift 
of 0.5% in the value of ~rem' thus a detectable difference. With the help of the 
second one, figure 3.11, it can be observed that for ~rem ,:S 4% the sensitivity to Ms 
is greater than that one to MA. In the region where ~rem ~ 4% the situation is the 
opposi te. 
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These diagrams could be used in future as a consistency test of the model. If 
MA and Ms are assumed to be already measured parameters, in the light scenarios 
we have examinated, a comaprison is possible between their values and the measured 
.6-rem (with l% accuracy). Let suppose to have found mass values from 200 GeV to 
350 GeV and to know them with an experimental error of about 2%. Then there will 
be couples of values meaningful for this test and couples that will not. For example, 
a couple of the first kind could be MA= 250 ± 5 GeV and Ms = 330 ± 5 GeV (the 
box on the bottom-right side of the figure 3.10). On the contrary, exchanging each 
other these two values (the other box in 3.10) the couple ofmasses will not be useful 
to test the consistency with the .6-rem value. 

3.2.4 Neutral Higgs production: a preliminary x2 analysis 

For this final state we do not have the availability of the SESAMO code yet. Never-
theless we have no reasons to think that the Sudakov limit could not be an adequate 
describing tool also for the neutral Higgs pro d uction, in the same scenarios we found 
for the charged case. Leaving to a near future any necessary check about this start-
ing assumption, we are able here to present a preliminary analysis of different kind: 
a x2 minimization technique applied to the asymptotic Sudakov expressions of the 
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neutra! case. 
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We consider, for simplicity, only the contribution to the cross section O" coming 
from the Yukawa logarithm ( expressions 2.28 and 2.29). With the help of the already 
mentioned code FeynHiggsFast [32], a can be replaced by MA with a suitable 
numerica! fit of the function a( tan fJ, MA) expressed in terms of inverse powers of 
the two variables (this fit maintains its reliability up to values of tanfJ:::: 40 and J..t, 
M1, M2, At, Ab must be fixed). 

The x2 function we will use 

2( R M l R* M*) [O"(tanfJ,MA)- O"(tanfJ*,MÀ)F x tanp, A tanp , A = /50"2 (3.14) 

contains the basis parameters t an fJ* and MÀ, thought as the real values, with respect 
to which the variable values tanfJ and MA are considered. In this way we can assume 
as error on tan fJ the relative distance described by the following object 

Han fJ _ l t an fJ - tan fJ* 1. 
t an fJ* t an fJ ' (3.15) 

thus, for each chosen tanfJ* as a candidate real value, with the expression 3.14 it is 
possible to find all vlaues of tanfJ corresponding to a confidence level (CL) of 68% 
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or 90%. The definition 3.15 will provide the relative tan/3 error as a function of 
tanfJ*. 

The experimental error on the cross section can be related to the cross section 
itself and to the luminosity L associated to the experiment: 

ba l 
a vra; (3.16) 

for coherence with the previous analysis we chose L such that the relative error on 
the experimental a( e+ e- --+ H+ H-) is 1% (the errors on a( e+ e- -+ 1l~1l~) will 
result slightly larger owing t o the smaller values of the neutral cross sections). 

The other needed SUSY parameters are fixed as follows: MA = 350 GeV, 
p,= 400 GeV, M1 = 200 GeV, M2 = 400 GeV, At =O, Ab= O. 

The x2 study is performed building several contour plots of the 68% and 90% 
CL, involving also the charged Higgs case and combining in different ways the cross 
sections of the three final states. For different values of the chosen tan fJ and with the 
fixed MA, this graphs are showed in appendix C. As expected, we observe that the 
greater is the value of t an fJ the smaller is its uncertainty an d weaker the dependence 
of the t an fJ error o n M A values. This las t o ne feature is theoretically predictable, 
because for great values of t an fJ this parameter results essentially not related to a. 

We report in figure 3.12 the main result: the estimated error on t an fJ by this 
analysis. As a positive test of this kind of procedure, we can observe that the Higgs 
charged case reproduces quite well the numerica! study performed with SESAMO. 
Combining the neutral case together with the charged one, the tan fJ error is slightly 
smaller. 
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Conclusions 

Our exhaustive analysis of the charged Higgs boson pro d uction an d the preliminary 
results related to the neutral Higgs case leads us to conclude the following. 

The o ne loop calculation in the energy range of about l Te V is always under 
control; i.e. the pure one loop contribution remains below the lO% of the tree level. 
Furthermore the asymptotic Sudakov logarithmic expansion provided by an extra 
essentially energy independent term can be adequately adopted if the involved SUSY 
mass parameters (J-L, MA, M 2 , Ms) are not larger than about 350 GeV (light SUSY 
scenario mass bo un d). 

This process can provide an experimental determination of the crucial MSSM 
parameter tan {3. The larger is the value of this parameter the smaller is its associateci 
error, with the interesting bound of 0t:~nl ;S 40% for tan {3 ~ 20 which becomes 
0t~nl ;S lO% for tan {3 ~ 30. The preliminary numerica! study of the neutral Higgs 
case shows a generai agreement with these results. 

The next-to subleading term, which is essentially constant with the energy, 
presents a significant dependence on the SUSY parameters MA and Ms, the CP-
odd Higgs boson mass and the universal unmixed sfermion mass. This dependence is 
such that the study of the Higgs production could provide an important consistency 
test of the MSSM. 

For all the above reasons the examined process seems to be a relevant candidate 
to explore in a rather sin1ple way the features of the MSSM in order to suggest 
experimental goals to be pursued and to point out some verification procedures 
for this model. The simplicity provided by the intrinsic structure of the Higgs 
production and by the used mathematical (asymptotic) tools leads us to follow 
this direction considering the double aim of extending such analysis to other (non 
minimal) SUSY theories and of including further final states as produced particles. 
Thus increasing step by step the difficulties we will face. 





Appendix A 

List of the one loop diagrams 

GAUGE SELF-ENERGY VIRTUAL PARTICLES 

LOOPS 

w 

~ WW, pinch 

w 

w 

~ only for v1v2 = ZZ: wa+, ZH0 , Zh0 

,_ .... 

s 

f uu, cc, tt, dd, ss, bb 

~ xx o o only for V1 V2 = ZZ: X X 
f 

s H+ H+, a+a+, 'fJ+rJ+ 
v1 .... -, V2 only for v1 v2 = z z: A 0 H 0 , A 0 h0 , G0 H 0 , G0 h 0 

~ f'V'-' ileile, èLèL, èRèR, ilf.Lilf.L, MLML, MRMR ,_ .... 

s il T il T? T/Ti 
uLuL, dLdL, ùnuR, dndR, cLcL,sLsL, cRcR, sRsR 

idi, bibi 
w 

~ w 



60 List of the one loop diagrams 

INITIAL TRIANGLE VIRTUAL PARTICLES 
LOOPS 

~ WveW, pinch 

~ Ve W Ve 
eZe, ere 

~ XiVLXj 
o- o o- o 

Xi CLXj' Xi CRXj 

)~~ V L XiV L 
- o- - o-C LXi e r., eRXi eR 

ELECTRON SELF-ENERGY VIRTUAL PARTICLES 
LOOPS 

v 
ò Wve, Ze, re 

f 

s ,.-
l \ - o- o-XiVL, Xi CL, Xi CR 

f 
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FINAL TRIANGLE + 4 LEG VIRTUAL PARTICLES 

LOOPS final H+ H- l final Hu Au, hu Au 

s2 , H+1H+, H+zH+ H+wH+ 

~,~v H 0WA0 h0WA0 A0ZH° C0ZH0 
' ' A0 Zh° C0 Zh0 

s1 , ' 
' 

, 

~::~fs WH0W, Wh0W wH+w 
WA0W, pinch p in eh 

w ' ' 

il / tbt, btb ttt, bbb 

~h XX0X xxx 
X0 XX0 xoxoxo 

il ', 

, H 0H 0 Z H 0h0 Z ' v , H 0H+z h0h0 Z ~s2 h0H+z H 0A0 Z, H°C0 Z s1 'l., h0A0 Z h°C0 Z ' ' c-H-w 

, 

~~~{z zzH0 

ZZh0 

s ' ' 
, H-H0H+ H-h0H+ Ho Ho A o Ho ho A o s .;' ' ' 

/'s H 0c- A0 h0c-A0 ho ho A o 
~l ' 

'l. èLVeèL, VeèLVe Ho Ho co Hohoco 
' s ' fLLvJ.tfLL, vJ.tfLLvJ.t hohoco ' 

TiV7 Tj, V7 TkV7 
A o A o Ho A o A o ho 

' 
dLÙLdL, ÙLdLÙL A o co Ho Aocoho 

' 
SLCLSL, CLSLCL cocoHo, cocoho 

bd/bk, iibjik H+c+H+ 
bib/bk, idjik 

v , , H-1, H-z H+w A0 Z 
~, ' 

H 0W h0W H 0 Z (for H 0 A0 ) ,s ' 
' ' A0W h0 Z (for h0 A0 ) 

' ' 



62 List of the one loop diagrams 

NEUTRAL HIGGS SELF-ENERGY VIRTUAL PARTICLES 
LOOPS 

s 
Ao ... -, Ao 

H+w ---v--
H0 Z h0 Z v ' 

s A o Ho A o ho 
Ao ... -, Ao ' 

---l r-- CLCR, MLMR, 1/fj ,_ ... ÙLÙR, CLCR, iiij s JLJR, SLSR, bJJj 

f 
Ao Ao uu, dd, cc, ss, tt, bb ---0-- . . o o XzXJ, XiXj 

f 

H}_':_6H_~ho lV W 
zz 

v 

Ho /ho .,s_ Ho /ho H+ w ---v-- A0 Z 
v 

Ho /ho .,s_, Ho /ho H+ H+ H 0 H 0 H 0h0 h0h0 A0 A0 
' ' ' ' ---l r-- VeVe, CLCL, CRCR ,_ ... 
vJ.LvJ.L, p,Lp,L, MRMR s 

f; T f; Tl T/Ti 
ÙLÙL,ÙRÙR, CLCL, CRCR 
dLdL, dRdR, SLSL, SRSR 

iiii, bibi 

Ho /ho f Ho /ho uu, dd, cc, ss, tt, bb ---0-- . . o o XzXJ, XiXj 
f 



GAUGE-HIGGS SELF-ENERGY VIRTUAL PARTICLES 

LOOPS 

s 
A0 ..... -, Z 

H 0Z h0Z ---~ ' 
v 

s 
Ao ..... - z HOAO hOAO ' - - - J f"'J'-' ,_ ..... ' 

s 

f 
-~~~ uu, dd, cc, ss, tt, bb 

. . o o 
f XzXJ, XiXj 

NEUTRAL HIGGS SELF-ENERGY TADPOLES LOOPS 

W,z,H+,H ,h ,A , sfermions 
SM fermions, Xi, x? 

CHARGED HIGGS SELF-ENERGY VIRTUAL PARTICLES 
LOOPS 

v 
_H_= (t,_ H_= 1H-, zH-

,_ ..... WH0 Wh0 WA0 
' ' s 

!t !!.=o!!.= ud, es, tb 
x? xi 

!2 

St 
H- .... -,H- ùLdL, CLSL, iJJj ---l r---,_ ..... H-Ho H-ho c-Ho c-ho c-Ao 

' ' ' ' 82 

63 
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BOX DIAGRAM VIRTUAL PARTICLES 

LOOPS final H+ H- final H 0 A0 , h0 A0 

~-
veVVH0VV, veVVh0VV 

;'s veVV A0VV veVVH+vv 
e'YH+"f, eZH+ Z 

v ', ezH+"f, e'YH+ Z 

~- VXiXJXk 'f VXiXjXk 
- o o - o o -000-000 eLXiXiXk, eRXiXiXk eLXiXjXk, eRXiXjXk 

f ', 

Js ' _-_-j's x?eLiièL 
XiVèLii 

s ', 

~- VXiXJèL 'f VXiXjii 
èLX?XjV - o o- - o o-

/ s ', 
eLXiXjeL, eRXiXjeR 



Appendix B 

Passarino -Veltman one loop 
integrals 

The one loop integrals depend on the internai lines representing propagators with 
a particular spin property which determines the tensorial features of the integrai. 
They are associated to the following diagram structures: 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

ffi2 

k m1 m3 k+p1 +P2 ---7 Do, DJ-L, DJ-Lv, DJ.LVP; (BA) 
ffi4 
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(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

where 
N1 = k2 - mf + iE; 

N2 = (k + pi) 2 - m~ + iE; 

N3 = (k + PI + P2f- m5 + iE; 

N4 = (k + PI + P2 + P3)2 -m~ + iE; 

they are integrals in a D-dimensinal space (D = 4 - 2E). 

All tensorial structures can be decomposed in a combination of other suitable 
tensorial (linear independet) objects that are built with the 1netric gf.Lv and particular 
products of the momenta pf. The coefficients of this linear expansion are other scalar 
integrals. That is the Hagiwara decomposition: 

Bf.L = pfBI; 

Bf.LV = pfp]_B21 + gf.tV B22i 

CP = pfCll + p~C12i 
Cf.LV = pfp]_C21 + p~p2C22i +(pfp2 + p)_p~)C23 + gf.LVC24i 

2 2 

cpvp = L(gf.LVpf + gf.LPp'f + gVPpr)cooi + L PrPjP~cijk 
i=l i,j,k=l 

3 

Df.L = Lprnlii 
i= l 

3 

npv = L PrPi n2i + (pfp2 + p]_p~)D24 
i=I + (pfp3 + p)_p~)D25 

+ (p~p3 + P2P~)D26 + gf.Lv D21i 
3 3 

DJ.tVP = L(gf.LVpf + gf.LPp'f + gVPpr)Dooi + L prpjp~Dijk; 
i=l i,j,k=l 

where Cijk and Dijk are totally symmetric. 
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The variables these integrai coefficients depend on are the kinematic quantities 
of the four kinds of structures: 

Ao = Ao (mi); 
BN = BN (pi,mi,mD; 
CN = CN (PI, p~, (PI + P2)2, mi, m~, m~) ; 
DN = CN (PI,p~,p~, (PI + P2 + P3) 2, (PI + P2) 2, (P2 + P3) 2 ,mi,m~,m~,m~) · 

Their asymptotic form is determined by a limit of high energy with respect to 
the propagator masses mi. As an example we report the form of 1-, 2- and 3-point 
tensor-coefficients: 

where in the single logarithm arguments the squared mass in the denominator is 
omitted owing to its arbitrariness. ~ is the regularized divergence (~ = 1/E). B~2 
is the derivative of B22 with respect to PI. Here are listed all the divergent integrals: 
Ao, Bo, BI, B21, B22, B~2' c24i all other ones are finite. 





Appendix C 

x2 contour plots 

These are the contour plots referred to the 68% and 90% of confidence level for 
three values of tan (3 an d with fixed M A = 350 GeV. Different combinations of 
Higgs production cross sections are considered. 
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